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Abstract
Convolutional video models have an order of magni-

tude larger computational complexity than their counter-

part image-level models. Constrained by computational

resources, there is no model or training method that can

train long video sequences end-to-end. Currently, the main-

stream method is to split a raw video into clips, lead-

ing to incomplete fragmentary temporal information flow.

Inspired by natural language processing techniques deal-

ing with long sentences, we propose to treat videos as se-

rial fragments satisfying Markov property, and train it as

a whole by progressively propagating information through

the temporal dimension in multiple steps. This progres-

sive training (PGT) method is able to train long videos

end-to-end with limited resources and ensures the effec-

tive transmission of information. As a general and robust

training method, we empirically demonstrate that it yields

significant performance improvements on different models

and datasets. As an illustrative example, the proposed

method improves SlowOnly network by 3.7 mAP on Cha-

rades and 1.9 top-1 accuracy on Kinetics with negligible

parameter and computation overhead. Code is available

at: https://github.com/BoPang1996/PGT.

1. Introduction

Semantic information often flows across a long time

in videos. However, end-to-end modeling a long video

as a whole is not feasible for current convolutional meth-

ods since their computational complexities linearly increase

with the number of frames [51]. The main-stream solution

is splitting a video into multiple short clips [59, 60, 6, 34],

but in this way, video models can only access local fragmen-

tary temporal information, thus, fail to model long seman-

tics [64, 51]. Is this trade-off between computational com-

plexity and semantic integrity unavoidable, or might there

be a specific training method tailored for video tasks that

can model long semantics with acceptable complexity?

The main cause of this problem is that 3D convolutional
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Figure 1: Progressive training (PGT) treats videos as serial

fragments and optimizes a CNN model with multiple pro-

gressive steps on long videos. The Markov convolutional

operator designed to transfer temporal features among steps

is adopted on the first and last frames of each step, and the

gradient is truncated between them. “tg” denotes truncating

gradients. Fi is the ith video frame and Ip is the input of

the pth progressive step containing multiple frames.

models [53, 2, 54] treat a video signal I(x, y, t) as an inte-

grated information block and have to process it as a whole.

With the video growing longer, the information block be-

comes larger and the processing complexity increases to an

infeasible point. Since in the temporal dimension the devel-

opment of video semantics has high-order Markov property,

violently splitting long videos and processing short clips

with convolutions to model local features will hurt seman-

tic integrity. For example, the model will never know an

action of “pour milk” is making latte, unless it also sees the

previous action of “grinding coffee beans”.

To avoid the trade-off between computational complex-

ity and semantic integrity — i.e., to end-to-end train a model

on long videos with much lower complexity, in this pa-

per, we propose the progressive training (PGT) method (see

Fig. 1). Inspired by Truncated Back-Propagation through

Time (TBPTT) [63] originally designed for recurrent neu-

ral networks to model long natural language sequences, the

central idea of PGT is to 1) treat a video as serial fragments

satisfying high-order Markov property instead of an inte-

grated signal block, 2) disassemble the integrated forward

and backward propagation into multiple serial portions like

TBPTT (see §2), which doesn’t break the Markov depen-

dency of the calculation flow. Modeling a long video in
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multiple steps won’t lead to high resource consumption and

the Markov property ensures the integrity of temporal se-

mantics after disassembling, akin to how TBPTT enables

training RNN on long sequences.

Because the common convolutional operator is a kind

of local operator which does not satisfy the Markov prop-

erty, we design several Markov convolutional operators

with only a few modifications on the original convolutional

operator so that they can easily replace the original one in

modern video models when training. With these operators,

the progressive training schedule mixing local and Markov

features is proposed (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3): The temporal

information is propagated progressively forward in multi-

ple steps where within each progressive step, local opera-

tors capture current features together with those transferred

from previous steps through the Markov operators. In this

schedule, the Markov operators propagate temporal infor-

mation among the progressive steps throughout the tempo-

ral dimension and the serial multi-step splitting reduces the

computational resource requirements.

The proposed PGT method is effective and pretty sim-

ple. It is easy to implement and typically requires small

changes to a video model with negligible parameter or com-

plexity overhead. Empirically, it works with default learn-

ing rate schedules and hyper-parameters already in use ex-

cept for weight decay rates (longer inputs need stronger

regularization). Extensive experiments show that the pro-

gressive training method works robustly out-of-the-box

for different models (RegNet3D [40], ResNet [13], Slow-

Fast [6]), datasets (Kinetics-200 [66], Kinetics-400 [20],

Charades [42], AVA [11]), and training settings (e.g. from

scratch or pre-trained). We observe consistent performance

improvements without tuning. As an example, the progres-

sive method improves SlowOnly network by 3.7 mAP on

Charades and 1.9 top-1 accuracy on Kinetics. We hope this

simple and effective method will provide the community

with new insights into modeling long videos.

2. Related Work
Convolutional Video Networks Video convolutional

backbones are developed from image-level backbone net-

works [13, 21, 44, 50, 33]. Inchoate methods [43, 8] di-

rectly apply image networks on optical-flow inputs [57, 38]

to model temporal information. Then researchers extend 2D

convolutional operators to 3D ones by extending the tem-

poral dimension [53, 12] and 3D convolution based mod-

els [53, 2, 54, 66, 19, 29, 41, 9, 39, 49, 28] (including

ones adopting 2D spatial plus 1D temporal filters) become

the mainstream method. Recently, non-local network [60]

is designed to model global video features instead of lo-

cal ones. A two-stream structure SlowFast [6] is proposed

to balance the spatial and temporal information. X3D [5]

finds efficient video architectures by progressively extend-

ing each dimensions (e.g. spatial, temporal, channel dimen-

sions). AssembleNet [41] proposes a method to automati-

cally form connections among CNN blocks.

Methods to Handle Long Videos How to use mod-

ern convolutional networks to handle long video tasks is

less studied, due to limited computational resources and

the behaviour of the convolutional operator. One simple

method is to use large sampling strides to represent a long

video with only a few frames [59, 7, 26], which causes

serious information loss. A better strategy is to model

long videos on the top of pre-computed deep features of

short clips [22, 31, 52, 69, 64, 51] by pooling [52, 31],

CNN [69, 17], graph [16, 68], memory blocks [51], or at-

tention methods [64]. However, because the features of

short clips only contain local information and cannot be up-

dated, these two-step methods without end-to-end training

are likely suboptimal. Thus, we propose the first method to

train deep CNN models end-to-end on long videos, requir-

ing almost the same computational resources as short clips.

Sequential Methods for Video Tasks Modeling videos

as sequences is an alternative strategy for convolutional

models. [69, 4, 25, 48] adopt LSTM [14] layers (a kind of

recurrent operator) to model video frame features generated

by image-level CNN models. [35, 36] tailor better recurrent

layers that are easy to stack deep for higher-dimensional

video information. These recurrent-based methods have ad-

vantages over convolutional ones for tasks sensitive to se-

quence order, such as video future prediction [32, 56, 67],

trajectory prediction [47], and video description [4, 55].

While for tasks that more focus on integrated features like

action recognition [65, 25, 37, 2, 6, 24, 23], there is still a

gap between the recurrent and convolutional models.

Truncated Back-Propagation through Time Back-

Propagation Through Time, or BPTT [62], is the training al-

gorithm used to update weights in recurrent neural networks

like LSTMs [14]. It unrolls input timesteps (frames for

video), calculates and accumulates errors for each timestep.

Then the network is rolled back up to update the weights.

But, for a long sequence with length n, BPTT will consume

lots of memory and the complexity will be extremely large.

Truncated Back-Propagation through Time (TBPTT) [63]

solves this problem by periodically updating the network. It

unrolls and forward propagates the input for k1 steps, then

backward propagates accumulated errors of the past k2 un-

rolled steps to update the network (k1 ≤ k2 < n). This

process is repeated till unrolling all the inputs. Through

splitting the integrated training process (k1 = k2 = n) into

several sub-processes, TBPTT reduces the resource require-

ment. More importantly, because of the Markov property of

RNN, this splitting does not change the flowing path of tem-

poral information.

In this paper, inspired by TBPTT, we slightly modify the

convolutional operator to satisfy the Markov property and

design a progressive training method for long videos.
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Figure 2: Conceptual comparison of (a) baseline, (b) splitting model, and (c, d) splitting input progressive training.

The solid and dashed lines mean forward and backward paths. (a) The conventional training method trains the model M with

input I in an integrated step. (b) In the splitting model setting, we split M into several parts. Although these parts satisfy

the one-way dependency and can be calculated progressively in forward-propagation, they break this one-way dependency

in back-propagation, failing to achieve the serial progressive training. (c) The splitting input setting satisfies the one-way

dependency constraint in both forward and backward propagation, thus, can be optimized step by step progressively. Here,

only the Markov operator is adopted to transfer features among progressive steps. (d) This setting is similar to (c). Differences

are that (d) has a larger progressive length for each step and within each step, besides Markov operators adopted at the edge of

each step to transfer temporal information, original convolutional operators are adopted to capture internal temporal features.

3. Progressive Training for Video Models

Before introducing the proposed progressive training

method, let’s consider a reference convolutional video pro-

cessing model (e.g. C3D [53], I3D [2]) that operates on

videos of shape T ×H ×W (number of frames × height ×
width). Due to the computational resource limitation, com-

mon methods are to split the raw video into short ones with

length T ′ < T . This separation forces models to focus

on short local temporal features, wasting the large recep-

tive field of deep models (e.g. SlowOnly with the receptive

field of 39 only models 8 frames) and breaking the seman-

tic integrity. Although there are methods for long videos

[31, 52, 69, 64, 51], they design extra modules to model

fixed features generated by backbone models which only

take short clips as input, instead of end-to-end training the

backbone and extra modules. Thus, the whole is likely sub-

optimal, since the backbone still models short local features.

To end-to-end train long videos and ensure the com-

plexity won’t surpass the acceptable range, we propose

the progressive training method. Inspired by Truncated

Back-Propagation Through Time designed for recurrent

methods, which reduces the complexity by separating each

time stamp and truncating the computing graph of back-

propagation, we realize that the end-to-end feature extrac-

tion and optimization process of a long video need not be

finished in only one step. Instead, it can be a serial progres-

sive process. We will show in experiments that this method

can significantly enhance model’s performance without in-

troducing any parameter or complexity overhead. After

analysis, we believe this improvement is mainly due to the

increase of the temporal receptive field (see § 4.3).

3.1. Progressive Method

The progressive training (PGT) method aims at disas-

sembling an integrated computing process into several por-

tions that can be calculated serially to reduce computing re-

sources requirements. To make sure that the temporal se-

mantics are not broken by the disassembling process, the

equivalent disassembling is the best choice — i.e. the cal-

culation flow is exactly the same before and after disassem-

bling. To achieve this equivalency, the serial disassembling

process needs to satisfy such a constraint:

Constraint 1: Among the split portions, there is only

one-way dependency — if the computing process of portion

A depends on results from portion B, then the computing of

portion B cannot depend on portion A.

The disassemble progress satisfying this constraint can

be formally expressed as:

M(I) ⇔ MP (IP ,MP−1(IP−1,MP−2(IP−2, ...))), (1)

where I = {Ip|p ∈ {1, 2, ..., P}} and M = {Mp|p ∈
{1, ..., P}} are whole input and model. Ip and Mp are small

portions of them, pth in the progressive order. P is the total

number of split portions. This means that the disassembling

can be achieved by splitting the input, splitting the model,

or both of them. For example (see Fig. 2):

- Splitting input: we split an input video I =
{F1, F2, ..., FT } with T frames to several frame groups

Ip = {F(p−1)×T ′+1, ..., Fp×T ′}, where T ′ is the length of

each frame group. The computation of each group can only

depend on the current and previous groups (here, model M
is not split, — i.e. M = M1 = M2 = ... = MP );

- Splitting model: we split a deep model to several layer

groups and compute group by group to the results (here, we
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do not split the input. Thus, I2 = I3 = ... = IP = None).

Although with Constraint 1 we can split the for-

ward propagation equivalently, progressively training a

long video also needs to serially disassemble the back-

propagation process by truncating the gradient among the

portions to completely isolate them to reduce the training

resource requirements. To make sure each portion can get

gradients to update their parameters after truncating, the

disassembling needs to satisfy another constraint:

Constraint 2: The one-way dependency should be main-

tained in the back-propagation process — Assume the com-

puting of portion A depends on portion B and B does not

depend on A. B should be able to update its parameters

without gradients back-propagated from portion A.

Now let’s go back to the “Splitting model” example,

which doesn’t satisfy this constraint (see Fig. 2 (b)). Be-

cause fore layers can only get gradients from hind layers,

if truncated, the fore layers will have no gradient to update

their parameters. Thus, in the training phase, the split por-

tions still need to be optimized together, failing to reduce

the complexity of each portion by disassembling. Thus, in

this paper, to satisfy both the two constraints, we only con-

sider the “splitting input” setting:

M(I) ⇔ M(IP ,M(IP−1,M(IP−2, ...))), (2)

Eq. 2 is similar to the calculation process of RNN, but our

progressive method does not aim at building a RNN model,

instead, providing a method to train any model (such as

CNNs, transformers) satisfying the constraints in a progres-

sive manner to reduce the training resource requirements.

For an integrated input I ∈ RT×H×W with T frames,

we call the length T ′ of Ip ∈ RT ′
×H×W as the “progressive

length” and P as the “number of progressive steps”.

3.2. Basic Progressive Training for Deep CNN

In this part, we will discuss how to apply the basic pro-

gressive training (PGT) method on convolutional networks.

Local operator The conventional convolution is a local

operator that models both the past and future information.

Formally, one-dimensional temporal convolution operator

can be expressed as:

Conv(fpast, fcur, ffuture) (3)

where fpast, fcur, ffuture are features of past, current and fu-

ture frames from the previous layer. In deep models, fea-

tures of each frame relies on the intermediate results from

far past and future frames (30 frames in I3D; 18 ones in

SlowOnly) — i.e. the adjacent frames rely on each other.

This violates the one-way dependency constraints, making

it difficult to adopt PGT to serialize the computation.

Basic Markov operator To solve the problem, we

slightly modify the original local temporal convolutional

operator to Markov one — i.e. hind frames depend on fore

frames, while fore ones do not depend on hind ones in both

forward and backward processes (Constraint 1 & 2). The

basic Markov convolutional operator (MCO) is to replace

ffuture with zero-padding in forward-propagation and trun-

cate gradients to prevent it back-propagating through time:

fres = Conv(fpast, fcur, 0)

∂fres
∂fpast

:= 0
(4)

This simple modification does not aim at improving the

original model. It is a compromise to make the deep CNN

model satisfy the one-way dependency in Constraint 1 &

2. We can apply the most fine-grained progressive training

method (see Fig. 2 (c)) with it: every progressive step only

propagates information forward and backward one frame —

i.e. the progressive length T ′ = 1 and the number of pro-

gressive steps P = T .

Basic progressive schedule The “Fine-grained” pro-

gressive method above is not necessary, because it makes

the computing complexity of each step too low to take ad-

vantage of all the hardware’s parallel computing power.

More importantly, compared with the original local convo-

lutional operator, the basic Markov one has a worse ability

to extract temporal features since it weakens the temporal

information flows. To this end, we set the progress length T ′

to the same as the ordinary length of short clips generated

by conventional preprocessing (e.g. 8 or 32), and mean-

while use the original and Markov convolutional operators

in combination. Specifically, we adopt modified operators

on the first and last frames of each progressive step, where

the beginning one truncates the gradients and the ending

one zero-pads ffuture, to satisfy the one-way dependency

and make Markov property exist between them. And for

the frames in the middle, the original operator is utilized

(see Fig. 2d and Fig. 3). Note that the original and the mod-

ified Markov operators share the same parameters.

With these basic Markov operator and progressive sched-

ule, we apply the progressive training method on CNN mod-

els and we call it our basic progressive training method

(Fig. 3). It’s worth noting that in this basic method, the

modification is tiny and can be applied on any convolutional

network. In the following parts, we develop more delicate

Markov operators (§3.3) and progressive schedules (§3.4) to

get our full progressive training method.

3.3. Further Designs on Markov operators

When designing Markov convolutional operators, we

make sure that they won’t introduce more parameters or

heavy computation overhead. A further criterion is that op-

erators should strengthen the efficiency of temporal infor-

mation propagation, unlike the basic Markov convolutional

operator which only restricts the information transfer to sat-

isfy the two constraints. We experiment with the following

two advanced operators (see Fig. 3):

Cascade Markov convolutional operator (CMCO) In ba-

sic Markov operator, fpast is just features of the adjacent
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Figure 3: Illustration of the proposed Markov convo-

lutional operators. Compared with the original convolu-

tional operator, the Markov convolutional operator (MCO)

satisfies the one-way dependency constraint. Cascade MCO

enhances the temporal information flow between two pro-

gressive steps. Parallel MCO intensifies long-term features

transfer. “tg” denotes “truncate gradient”.

previous frame. To better propagate the integrated feature

of the last progressive step, CMCO sets fpast as the aggrega-

tion of features from all the frames in the previous progres-

sive step. The aggregation function g(·) can be average/max

pooling or other reasonable choices. CMCO builds denser

information paths to enhance feature propagation.

Parallel Markov convolutional operator (PMCO) In

CMCO, we enhance the connection between the current and

adjacent previous progress steps. In PMCO, we intensify

the information flows from all the previous steps. Specifi-

cally, we set fpast as the momentum average of the features

from all the previous progressive steps. PMCO allows fea-

tures to transfer better over a long time horizon.

These operators do not change the core computation of

the basic Markov convolutional operator, just modify the

input features by adding some preprocessing. Note that the

preprocessing only contains a few addition operations and

the overhead can be ignored.

3.4. Further Designs on Progressive Schedule

Here, we further refine the progressive schedule. In the

basic version, the progressive length T ′ and number of pro-

gressive step P are fixed values. Thus, the positions of the

local and Markov operators in a long sequence are fixed too.

Because the behaviour of the local and Markov operators is

not the same, as the Markov one has a relatively weaker

feature extraction ability than the local operator, the tempo-

ral feature capture will be uneven, leading to information

propagation bottlenecks.

To avoid above problems caused by such unevenness,

we propose the dynamic progressive regularization (DPR).

Specifically, we randomly jitter the value of T ′ and P
around the values of basic schedule and keep T ′ × P float-

ing around a constant value. This method adjusts the ratio of

local operators to Markov operators and meanwhile makes

the position of Markov operators more evenly distributed in

the long video to reduce the effect caused by information

propagation bottlenecks. From another point of view, sim-

ilar to Dropout [45], DPR which randomly adjust the paths

of forward and backward propagation is kind of a model

regularization. Thus, we call it dynamic progressive regu-

larization. In experiments, we adopt two DPR settings:

- DPR-A: We randomly choose T ′ from the set

{0.75T ′

b, T
′

b, 1.25T
′

b} where T ′

b is the progressive length of

the basic schedule. Note that when the progressive length is

1.25T ′

b, the training complexity of each step will be higher.

- DPR-B: We randomly choose T ′ from the set

{0.5T ′

b, 0.75T
′

b, T
′

b}. This setting adopts more Markov op-

erators and won’t cause complexity increase.

3.5. Implementation Details

Optimizer We choose SGD as our optimizer and its spe-

cific settings like momentum and learning rate schedule are

kept the same with corresponding baselines. For different

tasks and datasets, optimization details are given in their ex-

periment sections. Different from the conventional training

method, when training with PGT, we accumulate the gra-

dients of each progressive step and update parameters after

the backward propagations of all the progressive steps.

Progressive implementation We keep the same frame

sampling stride as baselines. For example, a common sam-

pling method is T × τ = 8×8, where T and τ are the num-

ber of sampling frames and the sampling stride. We keep

the stride τ and only enlarge T to train a long video instead

of short clips. Considering the video length in commonly

used datasets, we set the number of progressive step P = 5
for the basic schedule, unless otherwise specified. We let

the two adjacent progressive steps overlap by one frame for

better performance. Thus, the total frame in progressive in-

put is T = (T ′−1)∗P+1. For DPR, given the total number

of input frames Tb of basic schedule, the number of progres-

sive step P is calculated as P = round[(Tb − 1)/(T ′ − 1)]
to keep the total length basically the same.

Inference method Like training, the mainstream infer-

ence method also splits long videos into short clips, tests

them separately, and averages the outputs to get final re-

sults. This method needs to test multiple views and usually,

there are overlaps among the views. The proposed progres-

sive training method trains a long video end-to-end, thus,

when inference, we still test a long video directly. Although

its inference complexity of one view is higher, we can adopt

much fewer views to cover the whole video. We experiment

with two inference methods:

- Original long view (orig long): In this mode, we get rid

of the Markov operators and only utilize the original convo-

lution for all the frames in the long video. It is the same as

testing a long video in only one progressive step.
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Table 1: PGT’s performance on Mini-Kinetics-200. We

express the inference complexity as single-view GFLOPs ×
number of progressive steps P× number of views v. “full

PGT” adopts PMCO and DPR-B.

model top-1 top-5 GFLOPs ×P× v

RegNet0.4G-3D 74.5 92.3 6.59 × 1 × 30

RegNet0.4G-3D, + basic PGT 76.6 93.0 6.59 × 5 × 6

RegNet0.4G-3D, + full PGT 77.5 93.6 6.59 × 5 × 6

SlowOnly, R50 77.1 93.4 54.5 × 1 × 30

SlowOnly, R50, + basic PGT 78.9 94.0 54.5 × 5 × 6

SlowOnly, R50, + full PGT 79.6 94.2 54.5 × 5 × 6

- Progressive long view (PG long): Just like the training

phase, a long video is tested in multiple progressive steps.

4. Experiments on Kinetics

We first evaluate our progressive training method on the

large scale action recognition benchmark Kinetics-400 [20]

and provide ablations on its subset Mini-Kinetics-200 [66].

Dataset Kinetics-400 contains 240k training and 20k

validation videos covering 400 action categories. Its sub-

set Mini-Kinetics-200 includes 200 categories and each one

contains 400 training samples and 25 validation samples,

resulting in 80k training and 5k validation samples in total.

Training We adopt ResNet-3D (SlowOnly) [6], RegNet-

3D [40], and SlowFast [6] as our baselines. The baseline

training recipe follows [6]. We run SGD for 196 epochs on

16 GPUs with a mini-batch of 8 clips per GPU with initial

learning rate of 0.2. The half-period cosine learning rate

schedule [27] is adopted. We use a weight decay of 10−4,

momentum of 0.9, and a linear learning rate warm-up [10]

from 0.02 over 34 epochs. Video clips are resized with

shorter side ∈ [256, 320] and inputs are randomly cropped

patches with size of 224× 224. Temporal sampling method

is T × τ = 8 × 8. For progressive training, we enlarge the

weight decay to 2 × 10−4, set T ′ = 8 and P = 5. The

total training epoch reduces to 100 and other recipes keep

the same with baselines.

Inference Following [6], 10 clips with size T × τ =
8 × 8 are uniformly sampled from a video along temporal

dimension. Each frame is resized with shorter side of 256

pixels and three patches of size 256×256 are taken to cover

the spatial dimensions. Thus, there are 10× 3 views in total

for baselines. For PGT, each clip has a size of T ′×P ×τ =
8 × 5 × 8, covering a much longer range. Thus, we only

take 2 temporal views (2× 3 views in total).

4.1. Ablation Study

This section provides ablation studies on Mini-Kinetics-

200 comparing accuracy and computational complexity.

For convenient comparison, we express complexity as one-

view Flops × progressive steps P× number of views v.

Basic and full progressive training In Tab. 1, we re-

port the performance comparison between the progressive

training (PGT) method and baselines to preliminarily reveal

PGT’s effectiveness. Since PGT does not modify models’

overall structure, the one-view complexities of PGT are the

same as the baselines. PGT processes 5 times longer videos

than the baseline. Thus, it needs fewer temporal views to

cover the whole video. Their total complexities are (almost)

the same — i.e. PGT does not involve any overhead. From

Tab. 1, it is seen that PGT improves the top-1 accuracy of

RegNet0.4G [40] by 3.0% and SlowOnly-50 [6] by 2.5%,

revealing the importance of intact global temporal features

that PGT focuses on.

Next, Tab. 2 shows a series of ablations on the progres-

sive training designs and inference methods, mainly using

the RegNet0.4G-3D network, analyzed in turn.

Markov operators Tab. 2a shows the performance

of various Markov convolutional operators. As a naive

Markov operator, the basic MCO improves the performance

significantly as the previous paragraph states, although it

sacrifices some feature extraction capabilities to transfer se-

mantics among progressive steps. CMCO and PMCO alle-

viate this weakness to some extent and further improve the

performance by 0.5% and 0.7%. For the following experi-

ments (except ablations), we employ PMCO as our default.

PGT schedules Different feature extraction capacities

of the Markov and local convolutional operators make tem-

poral features uneven. We solve this problem by introduc-

ing the dynamic progressive regularization (DPR). Tab. 2b

shows the effectiveness of it. It is seen that more progres-

sive steps lead to better performance. DPR-A and DPR-B

have almost the same improvements, where DPR-A is only

a little bit ahead. Since DPR-B has lower complexity, we

employ it as our default for following experiments.

Inference methods For PGT, we test the performance

with longer clips and fewer views. In Tab. 2c, we also test

the baseline model with this setting (first two lines) and we

can see that it achieves similar performance to the multi-

view short-clip setting, without substantial improvements.

This reveals that it is the progressive training process that

makes the model extract better temporal features instead of

the longer test setting. The same conclusion can be drawn

by comparing the 1st & 3rd or 2nd & 4th rows.

Then we compare the two inference methods designed

for PGT mentioned in §3.5. It is seen that the original long

view inference method performs better on Kinetics. In the

next section, we will show that the progressive long view

method is more suitable for Charades which contains longer

activities consisting of several sub-actions.

4.2. Main Results

Tab. 3 shows the comparison with the SOTA results on

Kinetics-400 for PGT method with different backbones:

RegNet [40], ResNet [13], SlowFast [6], and Nonlocal [60].

In comparison to the advanced video baselines, our PGT

method consistently provides a performance boost with

negligible complexity overhead. For single-stream mod-

els such as RegNet and ResNet, PGT improves the perfor-
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Table 2: Ablations on Mini-Kinetics-200. Experiments are mainly based on RegNet0.4G-3D. For baseline, T × τ = 8× 8.

P = 5 when adopting PGT.

(a) Markov Operators Operators enhanced

temporal information flow achieve better per-

formances than the basic one.

model operator top-1 top-5

RegNet0.4G-3D baseline 74.5 92.3

RegNet0.4G-3D basic MCO 76.6 93.0

RegNet0.4G-3D CMCO-avg 77.1 93.3

RegNet0.4G-3D CMCO-max 76.9 93.2

RegNet0.4G-3D PMCO 77.3 93.3

SlowOnly, R50 baseline 77.1 93.4

SlowOnly, R50 basic MCO 78.9 94.0

SlowOnly, R50 PMCO 79.3 94.1

(b) PGT Schedules More progres-

sive steps perform better and DPR

is more effective for more steps.

P schedule top-1 top-5

1 step baseline 74.5 92.3

5 step basic 76.6 93.0

5 step DPR-A 77.3 93.4

5 step DPR-B 77.2 93.4

4 step basic 76.3 92.8

4 step DPR-B 76.7 93.0

3 step basic 75.8 92.7

2 step basic 75.1 92.6

(c) Inference Methods Performances of the

baselines and progressive training methods

with different inference schemes.

train method test method top-1 top-5

baseline 10×3 short clip 74.5 92.3

baseline 1×3 orig long 74.7 92.4

basic PGT 10×3 short clip 75.8 92.7

basic PGT 1×3 orig long 76.1 92.7

basic PGT 1×3 PG long 75.6 92.7

basic PGT 2×3 orig long 76.6 93.0

full PGT 2 × 3 orig long 77.5 93.6

full PGT 2 × 3 PG long 76.7 93.1

Table 3: Comparison with the SOTAs on Kinetics-400.

“flow” column indicates whether to adopt the optical flow

and “preT” denotes pre-trained on ImageNet.

inference

model flow preT top-1 top-5 GFLOPs×P × v

I3D [2] � 72.1 90.3 108×1×N/A

Two-Stream I3D � � 75.7 92.0 216×1×N/A

S3D-G [66] � � 77.2 93.0 143×1×N/A

Nonlocal R50 [60] � 76.5 92.6 282×1×30

Nonlocal R101 � 77.7 93.3 359×1×30

STC [3] 68.7 88.5 N/A×1×N/A

ARTNet [58] 69.2 88.3 23.5×1×250

S3D [66] 69.4 89.1 66.4×1×N/A

ECO [70] 70.0 89.4 N/A×1×N/A

I3D [2] � 71.6 90.0 216×1×N/A

R(2+1)D [54] � 73.9 90.9 304×1×115

X3D-M [5] 76.0 92.3 6.2×1×30

X3D-XL [5] 79.1 93.9 48.4×1×30

RegNet0.4G-3D [40] 70.3 89.3 6.59×1×30

RegNet0.4G-3D + PGT 72.1 90.7 6.59×5×6

R50-3D [6] 74.0 91.3 54.5×1×30

R50-3D + PGT 75.9 92.4 54.5×5×6

R101-3D [6] 75.5 91.9 110×1×30

R101-3D + PGT 77.1 92.9 110×5×6

SlowFast R50 [6] 75.8 92.0 65.7×1×30

SlowFast R50 + NL 76.5 92.4 80.8×1×30

SlowFast R50 + PGT 76.8 92.6 65.7× 5×6

SlowFast R101 [6] 77.2 92.8 126×1×30

mance by ∼1.8 accuracy. As for SlowFast with two streams,

PGT provides 1.0% improvements, which is higher than

adopting Nonlocal with 10%∼20% complexity overheads.

Comparisons of the performance and complexity trade-

off are shown in Fig. 4. The horizontal axis measures the

single-step single-view GFLOPs with 256×256 pixels in-

put. We can see that PGT achieves better performance with

lower complexity as the red arrow shows. The red boxes

show that PGT leads to almost the same improvements as

SlowFast does with lower complexities.

4.3. Analysis on Receptive Field

Modern deep convolutional video models often have

large theoretical temporal receptive fields, such as 39 for

SlowOnly network. Theoretical receptive field (TRF) is

the upper bound of effective receptive field (ERF) [30] and

from [30], we know the ERF will gradually increase during

the training process, however, the input short clip gener-

ated by the mainstream temporal cropping training method

is much shorter than the TRF, making model’s ERF difficult

to achieve a relative larger value after training.
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Figure 4: Accuracy & complexity comparison on

Kinetics-400. PGT method achieves consistent improve-

ments on all the baselines with negligible overhead. As

the red dashed line and red boxes shows, the PGT method

achieves a better performance/complexity trade-off.

Here we conduct experiments to reveal that the proposed

progressive training method can alleviate this problem. We

adopt the SlowOnly network and train it on the Kinetics-

200 dataset [66]. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 5.

We can see that compared with the original method trained

on 8 frames, our progressive training method with T ′ = 8
and P = 5 has a 40% larger ERF.

5. Experiments on Charades

We then evaluate the proposed method on Charades

dataset [42] containing longer range activities spanning 30s

on average. It contains about 9.8k training and 1.8k valida-

tion videos in 157 action categories (multi-labelled).

Implementation details We adopt SlowFast [6] and

ResNet-3D (SlowOnly) [6] as our baselines. The models

are pre-trained on Kinetics-400 or Kinetics-600 [1] follow-

ing prior works [6, 5]. For PGT, we set T ′ = 16 and

P = 5 for both training and inference. PMCO and CMCO-

max are adopted together here. We adopt “pg long” in-

ference method and get the final results with max-pooling

over frames, instead of average-pooling since Charades is a

multi-classification dataset.

Results Charades contains longer range activities. Thus,
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Figure 5: Effective receptive field (ERF) of original (org)

and progressive (pgt) training method. The color bars show

the ERF of the 19th frame with 36 input frames in total.

From the red dashed boxes we can see that the progressive

training method has a 40% larger ERF on previous frames.

it can better reflect the advantages of PGT designed for long

videos. Tab. 4 shows the results with ResNet [13], Slow-

Fast [6], and Nonlocal [60] as backbones. It is seen that our

PGT consistently provides a performance boost: 3.1 mAP

improvements on average for SlowOnly and SlowFast. It

is worth noting that for SlowFast-R50, the improvement is

up to 4.2 mAP. Moreover, compared with Nonlocal that in-

troduces 10% overhead and LFB [64] with 182% overhead,

our PGT provides much more performance improvements.

Note that in Tab. 4, we report the performances achieved

by “progressive long view” inference method. The perfor-

mances of “original long view” inference method are ∼3%

lower in mAP, which reveals that “pg long” method is more

suitable for long activities consisting of several sub-actions.

6. Experiments on AVA

The AVA [11] dataset is designed for action detection,

which is labelled with bounding-boxes and action cate-

gories for each person in 437 movies. Following standard

protocol, we report performance (mAP) on 60 classes.

Implementation We adopt SlowOnly [6] and Slow-

Fast [6] as our baselines. Following [11, 46, 18, 6], we

utilize the off-the-shelf human detection results originally

adopted by SlowFast as our region proposals. The models

are pre-trained on Kinetics-400 or Kinetics-600 following

prior works [5, 6, 64]. For PGT, similar to Charades, we

adopt “pg long” inference method and max-pooling over

frames to get multi-classification results.

Results Comparisons with baselines of SlowOnly and

SlowFast are shown in Tab. 5. It is seen that the proposed

PGT provides consistent performance improvements. After

adopting the progressive training method, SlowOnly-R50

model achieves a better performance than the much larger

Table 4: Comparison with the SOTA on Charades. All

PGT settings are based on T × P × τ = 16 × 5 × 8 and

their corresponding baselines are T × τ = 16× 8.

model backbone pretrain mAP GFLOPs×P × v

Nonlocal [60] R101 IN+K400 37.5 544 ×1×30

STRG, +NL [61] R101 IN+K400 39.7 630×1×30

Timeception [15] R101 K400 41.1 N/A

LFB, +NL [64] R101 K400 42.5 529×1×30

X3D-XL [5] - K400 43.4 48.4×1×30

SlowOnly [6] R50 K400 37.3 109×1×30

SlowOnly, + PGT R50 K400 40.3 109×5×6

SlowOnly R101 K400 39.0 187 ×1×30

SlowOnly, + PGT R101 K400 42.7 187×5× 6

SlowFast [6] R50 K400 39.6 130×1×30

SlowFast, +PGT R50 K400 43.8 130×5×6

SlowFast [6] R101 K400 42.1 213×1×30

SlowFast, +NL R101 K400 42.5 234×1×30

SlowFast, +PGT R101 K400 44.3 213×5 ×6

SlowFast, +NL R101 K600 45.2 234×1×30

SlowFast, +PGT R101 K600 47.7 213×5× 6

Table 5: Performances on AVA-v2.2. Our PGT variants

have progressive step P = 5.

model pretrain val mAP

SlowOnly, R50, 8×8 [6] K400 21.9

SlowOnly, R50, 16×8 [6] K400 22.9

SlowOnly, R50, 8×5×8, + PGT K400 23.5

SlowOnly, R101, 8×8 [6] K400 23.4

SlowOnly, R101, 8×5×8, + PGT K400 24.5

SlowFast, R101, 8×8, + NL [5] K600 27.4

SlowFast, R101, 8×5×8, + PGT K600 27.6

SlowOnly-R101 model. Consistent with the experiments

on Kinetics and Charades, PGT method provides higher

performance improvements than the Nonlocal module with

lower computational complexity. Note that compared with

the original training method adopting a twice longer input

length which introduces twice inference complexity, our

PGT version has a better performance (+0.6 mAP vs. 16

× 8 original training version). This verifies that PGT is an

efficient training strategy for processing long videos.

7. Conclusion

We propose the progressive training (PGT) method for

end-to-end training models on long videos. With the re-

designed Markov convolutional operators, we split an inte-

grated computation progress into several serial progressive

steps satisfying one-way dependency, which reduces the re-

source requirement while ensuring the integrity of tempo-

ral semantics. With out-of-box settings, it works on multi-

ple advanced video backbones and benchmarks, achieving

1∼4% higher performances with negligible computation or

parameter overhead. We hope PGT can provide a new op-

tion for researchers who need to process long videos.
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